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 As web browsers have become more capable and standards compliant, JavaScript has grown in prominence. JavaScript lets designers add sparkle and life to web pages, while more complex JavaScript has led to the rise of Ajax -- the latest rage in web development that allows developers to create powerful and more responsive applications in the browser window. 

 			Learning JavaScript introduces this powerful scripting language to web designers and developers in easy-to-understand terms. Using the latest examples from modern browser development practices, this book teaches you how to integrate the language with the browser environment, and how to practice proper coding techniques for standards-compliant web sites. By the end of the book, you'll be able to use all of the JavaScript language and many of the object models provided by web browsers, and you'll even be able to create a basic Ajax application.

JavaScript is one of the most widely used programming languages; it is also one of the most misunderstood. Its growth has exploded in the last few years, and most web sites use it in some form. Its component-based capabilities simplify the creation of increasingly complicated librariesmost providing effects in web pages that previously required the installation of an external application. It can also be tightly integrated with server-side applications that are created with a variety of languages and interface with any number of databases. Yet for all of this, JavaScript is often considered lightweight and unsophisticatednot like a "real" programming language. 
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Programming Android: Java Programming for the New Generation of Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The purpose of this book is to enable you to create well-engineered Android applications
	
		that go beyond the scope of small example applications.
	


	
		This book is for people coming to Android programming from a variety of backgrounds.
	
		If you have been programming iPhone or Mac OS applications in...
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Windows Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Covers the all-new Windows Server 2008!    

    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and maintaining Windows Server 2008    

    If, like many system administrators, you've been waiting impatiently for the arrival of Windows Server 2008, wait no more! It's here, and so is this book to help...
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IT Project Proposals: Writing to WinCambridge University Press, 2005

	Whether responding to a tender from a potential client or pitching a new IT project to
	the Board, a well-written proposal can be the difference between success and failure.
	IT Project Proposals Writing to Win can help you to create high quality, persuasive
	proposals that will stand out from the crowd. The author explains how to...
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Systems Engineering Demystified: A practitioner's handbook for developing complex systems using a model-based approachPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Get to grips with systems engineering life cycles, processes, and best practices and discover techniques to successfully develop complex systems

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover how to manage increased complexity and understand systems better via effective communication
	
			Adopt a...
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Alternative Energy Edition 1. (3 Volume set)Thomson Gale, 2006
"The editors ably achieve their goal of showing students the connections between science and people's lives in the nineteenth century, thus helping to make both science and history more relevant to their own."
  --  ARBA (2002) (ARBA 20030201)

"These volumes offer a perspective on how scientific...
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Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive ComputingAuerbach Publications, 2007
Despite recent dramatic advances in computer security regarding the proliferation of services and applications, security threats are still major impediments in the deployment of these services. Paying serious attention to these issues, Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive Computing focuses on the increasing demand to guarantee...
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